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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we investigate the decompositional structure of a generalized hyper- 
geometric transformation f a convolution type. A representation f this transformation is derived in 
terms of the simple integral operators. Some illustrative examples, and an integral relation relating 
to the integral transformation are also mentioned. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In terms of the Pochhammer symbol 
1, if n = 0, 
(A )n= A(A+I ) . . . (A+n-1) ,  if hEN,  
(1.1) 
the generalized hypergeometric function pFq(z) is defined by [1], 
ral,...,ap; ] pFq [ bl, . • , bq; z = pFq (a l , . . .  ,an;b1, . . .  , bq; z) 
oo (~1) . . . . (~) .  z" (1.2) 
= E (bl) .  (bq). "n-~.' 
n----O 
where p,q E No = N U {o},p <_ q + 1; p < q + 1, Izl < oo; p = q + I, Izl < 1; and no denominator 
parameter equals zero or a negative integer. 
A decompositional structure for the Gaussian hypergeometric transformation 
r (a ) r (b )  1 F a, b; c; __ t_  S(t) dt ~,b y(x) = rCc---y- x x /  (1.3) 
= g(x) ,  x > o, 
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was discussed in [1]. The Fredholm type integral equation (1.3) is essentially identifiable in terms 
of convolution type of Mellin transforms (see [1, p. 133]). The inversion of (1.3) then follows by 
invertibility of the involved operators. Solutions of integral equations containing hypergeometric 
function in their kernels were considered among others by Higgins [2], Love [3,4]; see also Sri- 
vastava nd Bnschman [5]. The general idea of factorization of the convolutional type integral 
transformation stems from [6] wherein it has been proved that any classical integral transform of 
convolution type can be formally decomposed into a number of simple integral transforms. 
Consider the generalized hypergeometric transformation 
T~'~)/(z) = ~'(~' ..... ~p) ~/z~ " (b l  ..... bq) J~  / 
r(al)...r(a,) 1(0 (1.4) 
= P(bl) ~'--~q) -v pFq Lbl,.. ,bq; ., x 
=g(x), z>0, 
where bj ~ 0 , -1 , -2 , . . .  (j -- 1,... ,q); and f E L(0, oo). 
Our purpose in this paper is to consider the structure of decomposition of the generalized 
hypergeometric transformation (1.4). A representation f the generalized hypergeometric tran~ 
formation (1.4) in terms of the simple Laplace transforms L, L -I ,  and the Weyl operator W 
is derived. The inversion is easily obtained by inverting the involved integral operators. Since 
comprehensive tables of L,L -1, and W exist (see [7,8]); therefore, our main result (Theorem 1
below) can fruitfully be applied to arrive at solutions in the theory of integral equations and 
integral transforms. An alternative method of seeking the solution of the integral equation (1.4) 
by reverting to Mellin transforms i also pointed out. We also give an integral relation involving 
the generalized hypergeometric transformation (1.4). Some examples are also given. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS 
The Laplace transform of g(x) is denoted by L{/(x)} and is defined by 
r.{g(t)} = a(z )  = e -~g( t )  dr. (2.1) 
When g(t) and G(x) are related as above, the inverse Laplace transform of G(z) is expressed as 
L -~{G(z l t  -- g(t). 
We assume that L -1 is obtained with the help of the tables of the Laplace transforms or by 
means of the corresponding inversion formula: 
1 xt g ( t )=- -  [ e G(x)dx (2.2) 
2~ri JL 
For a complex variable s, the Mellin transform of f(u) denoted by M,{f(u)} is defined by 
M.{l(u)} = F(s) = u"- l l (u)  d~. (2.3) 
The inverse Mellin transform is given by 
f(x) -~ ~ z-'F(s) ds. (2.4) 
In (2.2) and (2.4), L denotes a suitable contour (see [1]). Also, the Weyl operator W a of 
order a is defined by 
l f® W°{/(x)} -- r--'-(~ (x - t ) " - l / (x )  dx, (Re (~) > 0). (2.5) 
We denoted by A the class of functions f(x) E L(e, E) for which 0 < e < E < co, and 
f o (=.), ,7 > 0, = -~ 0, I (z) (2.6) I 0[exp(--xe)], e>0,  =--*co. 
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3. DECOMPOSIT ION IN TERMS OF L, L -1, AND W 
In this section, we give a representation f the generalized hypergeometric transformation (1.4) 
in terms of the Laplace transforms L,L -1, and the Weyl operator W. We prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. If 
(i) Re (a~) > 1/2(i = 1,...,p), 
(ii) Re (bj) >0( j  = 1, . . . ,q ) (p=q+l ) ,  
(iii) f(z) E A, 
(iv) ~/--l/2f(y) G A, where f(y) is piecewise differentiable and continuous for y = x >_ O, and 
of bounded variation near the point y = x, 
(v) Ms(f(x)}F(s) E L(1/2 - ice, 1/2 + ice, and 
y-1/2H[b~)~ f E A and is of bounded variation near the point y = x, then, we have the (vi) 
following decomposition f (1.4): 
g(x) = xa'- lL {xa'-b'L -1 {=a2-b, . . .L-1 {xa,-,-bq-, 
×L(xa,_,_lL{xa _lwb,_a" (xl_bqf(X)}}}}}} " (3.1) 
PROOF. Due to Conditions (i)-(iii) and Theorem 1.2.17 of [9], T[b~)f exists and belongs to 
L(0, oo). Then, Condition (iv) and Definition (2.4) of the inverse Mellin transform yield 
fl/2+~oo F(s) x-8 ds. (3.2) 1 
f ix) = 21r'---~ Jl/2-,oo 
Multiplying by x 1-bq and applying the Weyl operator wbq-ap on both sides, we have 
1 ix -- t)b,_a_l•l_b, wb'-a" {zl-b'f(X)} = r (bq - ap) 
x F (s )x - "  dx . 
We observe that along the line s -- 1/2 + ia the real part of the power of z is 1/2 - bq. Thus, 
Conditions (i)-(iv) ensure that the double integral (3.3) is absolutely convergent, and therefore, 
we can change the order of integration to get 
1 f l /2+'°°r(ap+s-~)F(s)t l_s_a,  ds" (3.4) 
Wbq-ap (x l -bq f (X)}  ----" 2?r---i J1/2-too r (bq + s 
Now multiplying by t a,-1, and applying the Laplace transform (2.1), we get 
1 [~/2+~F(s ) r (1 -s ) r (ap+s-1)x , _ l~  ' (3.5) 
L (tap-lwbq-ai'  (~gl -b ' f ( ; r )}} ---- 2~r--'i J1/2-,oo r(bq + s - 1) 
by virtue of the integral 
fo ° e-Ptff dt 1)p -v-l, for Re (u) -1. r(v + ) (3.0) 
Next, we multiply (3.5) by z a,-1-1, and apply the Laplace transform to get 
L{xa , - l - l L ( ta , - Iwb ,  -~, {xl-bof(X)}}} 
1 fl/2+ioo r (1 - s ) r  (ap + s - 1) r (ap-1 + s - 1) 
F(s) tl-s-a,_1 ds. (3.7) 
2~ri Ij1/2_ioo r (bq + s -- 1) 
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Multiplication by tap -1-bq-1 on both sides and the application of the inverse Laplace transform 
with the help of (3.6) is seen to yield 
L-  ~ { t.~- .-bo- , L { xO~- , -1L ( t°,-  ~ wb~-°~ (x~-b.s(Z)})}) 
1 /1/2+ioo F(1 - s)F (ap + s - 1) P (ap -1  + s - 
= 27ri j1 /2_ ioo  -P~q"~- -  l~ '~q- -1 - '~-Y)  1) F(s)zb'-'+*-2ds" (3.8) 
Continuing this procedure of the application of the Laplace transform and inverse Laplace 
transform alternately (step by step), we finally arrive at the following relation after adjustments: 
xo , - , L  (xo2- , . . .  L 
1 [tl2+ioo F(1 - s)F (ap + s - 1)... F (al + s - 
J1/2-,  1)f'sf'ds (3.9) 
1 /1/2+ioo 
= G(s )x - "  ds  
27ri j 1/2--ioo 
= g(~).  
This is evident because the Mellin transform of (1.4) by appealing to the formula [1, p. 302] 
gives 
= G(s) (3.10) 
- s ) r  ((2p + 8 - 1 ) . . .  r ((~1 -~- s - 1) =f(s) r(1 ~ ~q H~ _- i-) :-._f ~; ~--~: ]- ) , 
which holds when ts- l f ( t )  • L(0,co), and max(1 - Re (ai),l - Re (bj)} < Re (s) < 1, for 
i = 1,...  ,p and j = 1,... ,q (p = q + 1). This completes the proof. 
REMARK 1. It may be observed that in essence the decompositional structure of (1.4) given 
by (3.1) involves the superposition of (2q + 1) simple operators L, L -1, and W. The solution 
of (1.4) can easily be obtained and represented in the form 
f(x) = xb ' - lw  "-b" {xl-a 'L -1 {xl -a ' - 'L  -1 (x b ' - ' - ' - '  . . .  
zb'-"2L(zbt-atL -1 (zt -" 'g(x)}}}}},  (3.11) 
provided that various operators involved exist. 
4. SOLUT ION BY  MELL IN  TRANSFORM 
We give in this section the alternative solution of (1.4) by invoking MeUin transforms. 
THEOREM 2. If the integrals F(s) and G(s) defined by (2.3) exist, f(x) is piecewise differentiable 
and continuous for z _> 0, f(z) • A (where A is defined by (2.6)), max{1-Re (a~)} < Re (s) < 1, 
V i = 1 . . . .  ,p, and bj ~t O, -1 , -2 , . . . ,  V j = 1,... ,q, then the solution of (1.4) can be represented 
by 
1 . /7+,a n~_,r(s+b~-l)G(s) • 
f ( t ) - -  2~ri -~ . .~_~ I I ~  Yra, -- ]-) P(T -- s) t -  ds. (4.1) 
PROOF. The Mellin transform of (1.4) is given by 
= Ms Nf,r (by)  mbl,..,bq; - Tdt"  . 
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By applying elementary substitutions and the convolution formula [1, pp. 150,151], and the 
result [10, p. 727, Section 8.4.51, Entry 1], we get 
~'(S~l -  F~'+'bq--~ s)F(s) = G(s). (4.3) 
Taking the inverse Mellin transform on both sides by means of [1, p. 150], we arrive at 
1 /7+io  F (s + bl - 1). . .  F (s-I- bq - 1) s) G(s)t_ s 
S( t )=~. . _ ,~  r (8+. l : r )  :~ ;7 - .~-7) - f (1 -  ds, (4.4) 
where Re (s) = 7, t > 0, which evidently leads to (4.1). 
REMARK 2. Theorem 2 can also be deduced (by certain considerations applicable in the theory 
of fractional calculus) from [11, p. 0, Theorem 3] in which a Fredholm type integral equation 
involving the Fox's H-function kernel is considered. 
5. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF  THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
In this section, we illustrate with some examples few useful deductions of Theorems 1 and 2. 
EXAMPLE 1. Putting p = 2, q = 1; and al = a, a2 = a - 1/2, bl = 2a in (1.4); and noting the 
formula 
1 {1(1+ lx/-1-Z~-x)}l-2a=2Fl (a,a--~;2a;x), (5.1) 
we have 
a(x) = v~r(. -~  ~~/T)1/2) ,0[~ :-3/2 (e7 + V/ '~ '~ 1-2¢~ d'e(~) dr. (5.2) 
Then its solution in view of Theorem 1 (equation (3.11)) is given by 
f(x)=x2a-lw -a-(1/2) {x3/2-aL-1 {xl -aL -1 {xl -ag(x)}}}.  (5.3) 
On the other hand, the solution of (5.2) by applying Theorem 2 is given by 
1 [~+~ r(8 + 2a - 1) 
I(t) = 2~'i j~_~ r(8 +.  - 1)r(, + a - 3/2)F(1 - G(s)t-" ds. 8) 
(5.4) 
(~- ,< Re (8) < 1). 
EXAMPLE 2. In terms of the incomplete Beta function 
Sa¢(ot, f~) ---- Or-- lxa 2El(a, 1 - f~; a + 1; x), (5.5) 
we have, on putting q = l(p = 2); al = a, a2 = 1 -/~, bl = a + 1 in (1.4), 
g(x) = x"-~r(1 - B) (-t)-~'B(_,/~)(a, ~).f(t) dt. (5.6) 
The solution of (5.6) by means of Theorem 1 is given by 
S(~) = :w- - -0  {:L-1 {~-~L-1 {xl-.g(~)}  }. (5Z) 
Application of Theorem 2 gives the solution of (5.6) as 
1 / "+'¢° F(s +~)  s)G(s)t_ . 
I (t)  = ~ .~-,oo r(s + a - 1)r(s )r(1 - 4s (5.8) 
'7(max{1 - or,/~} < Re (s) < 1). 
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EXAMPLE 3. In terms of the Stieltjes transform 
~o 
co f(t) 
s~{f(x)} (x + t)~ dr, (5.9) 
we have on putting q = 1 (p = 2) in (1.4), then with al = v, a2 = bl, we have from Theorem 1 
the well-known decomposition [1]: 
g(x) = r(~)s.  {f(x)} = L {xV-1L{f(x)}}. (5.10) 
Its solution may be written in the form 
f(x) = L-l{xl-VL-l{g(x)}}. (5.11) 
The solution of (5.10) by applying Theorem 2 is given by 
f~+~co G(s)t-" ds (1 - v < Re (s) < 1). (5.12) 1 
f ( t )  = ~ ¢~-~co r(s + ~ - 1)r(1 - s)' 
EXAMPLE 4. If we put q = 2 (so that p = 3) in (1.4), then with al = a, a2 = 8, a3 = 7, 
bl = 5, b2 = y, we have from Theorem 1, the following decompositional structure for the integral 
transformation with kernel as the Clausenian series 3F2. If 
I ( a(x) = r (a ) r (8 ) r (~)  3F2 a ,8 ,~;  5 , , ; -  f(t) dt r(6)r(.) x (5.13) 
_~ xa-IL {xa-aL-I {x~-6L {x~-IL {x'y-Iw {x1?-~ {xl-T/f(x)} } } } } }, 
then its solution is given by 
f (x) -- X ~-1 {W "y-' {xl-'~L -1 {x6-t~L{x6-aL-1 {2~l-ag(x)}}}}} . (5.14) 
The solution of (5.13) by applying Theorem 2 is given by 
1 f~+~co r(s  + 6 - 1)r(s + u - 1) 
f ( t )  = ~r/.~_~co F(s + a - 1)r(s + 8 - 1)r(s + ~ - 1)r(1 - s) G(s)t-" ds, 
(max{1 - a, 1 - 8, 1 - "y} < Re  (s) < I). 
(5.15) 
If we put a = a, "y : b, ~ = c, and set 8 = 6 = b, we find that (5.13) and (5.14) correspond 
to the pair of relations treated in [1, p. 133, equations (8.22) and (8.23)] in which the Gauss's 
hypergeometric transformation (1.3) is discussed. 
6. INTEGRAL RELAT ION INVOLVING (1 .4)  
We establish the integral relation which is contained in the following. 
THEOREM 3. H the value T[~)fi(x) = g~(x) exist for i = 1, 2 and ffone of the following integrsls 
is absolutely convergent, hen 
oo dt co { T~:~)fl (1 )  } d$ 
f l ( t ){~) f2 (1)} -~-~Jo  f2(t) "~. (6.1) 
PROOF. Applying Mellin transformation and the convolution property, we have 
Ms { Joco f l ( t ) (~) f2  (~) )~} ~--- FI($)M. {~) f2}  
---- FI(s)F2(s) r (s + a, - 1 ) . . .  r ( ,  + a,  - 1) r(1 - s) 
r ( s  + bl - 1) . . . r ( s+bq - 1) 
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Noting that Mellin transform of the convolutions coincide, and the functions being transformed 
are continuous (since generalized hypergeometric function is analytic), the convolutions are equal, 
and the result follows on setting ~ -- 1. 
REMARK 3. By putting p = 2, q = 1, al = a, in Theorem 3, we precisely get the relation 
[1, p. 133, equation (8.25)]. 
On specializing the parameters of the transformation (1.4), one can easily obtain the corre- 
sponding integral relations of the type (6.1) involving Laplace, Stieltjes, and Hankel transforma- 
tions. 
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